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ABSTRACT
The possible generation of vorticity by combustion is studied,
for different models of turbulent flames. Examination of the
viscous, compressible vorticity equation shows that the effect of
combustion might be of two kinds; viz., a "density effect," due to
the change of size of the eddies by change of density, and a "pressure-
density effect," due to simultaneous occurrence of non-parallel
gradients of pressure and gradients of density.
For the "wrinkling laminar flame" model, an expression has been
found for the change in vorticity for a particle crossing a flame
front, assumed the combustion zone to be very thin, and the flame
locally laminar. It is found that the change in vorticity depends
strongly on the mean square pressure gradient at the flame front.
Two mechanisms are considered, whether the intensity of the
turbulence in the 4low upstream is weak or strong, and the influence
of the relevant parameters is discussed, in each case.
For the case of "volume combustion," an analysis similar to
Karman and Howarth's analysis for isotropic homogeneous turbulence
has been performed, leading to a mean-square vorticity equation
valid when combustion occurs. New correlations in this equation
indicate the averaged effects of chemical reaction on vorticity.
Examination of the term corresponding to "pressure-density effect"
shows that it results from the second order interaction between the
sound and entropy modes. Experimental measurements of the new
correlations could determine the magnitude of combustion generated
turbulence.
Interaction of sound waves with occurrence of chemical reaction
as a possible mechanism of generation of vorticity is then examined.
An homogeneous stagnant, chemically reacting medium, and two
travelling waves are considered. Numerical resolution of the
governing equations shows the influence of some of the relevant
parameters, and estimates the order of magnitude of the generated
vorticity.
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CHA PTER I INTRODUCTION
The phenomena occuring i.n turbulent combustion,
though studied for many years, are still poorly
understood, except in some simple cases. One way to
look at the phenomena is to extend the well known
decomposition in three "modes", sound, entropy and
vorticity (10), established in the non-reacting
case, and to see how phenomena are coupled, through
the interaction terms, when combustion occurs.
The sound and entropy modes and the .nteract1 on
beo;ween them have been studied theorically and
experimentally (1.6, 17, 19). The purpose of this
thesis is to investigate how vorticity could be
related to the entropy and sound modes, when combus-
tion occurs.
The generation of vorticity can be studied
analytically by means of the "vorticity equation",
which is a transport equation with soiurce terms on
the right hand side. The compressible vorticity
equation differs from the incompressible one by two
terms which take into accoint the specific effects
of combu)stion. Tf those terms lead to an increase
in vorticity , then we can consider that tubu-
lence has been generated by combustion.
To the knowledge of the author, no such analysis
has been performed in this field.
This thesis examines how vorticity coiuld be
generated in the case of "surface combustion",
"volume combustion", and interaction of sound waves,
showing the different processes involved, and the
significant parameters of the system.
I~ _ ~ ___~_ __L __~ _
CHAPTER II . THE VORTICITY EQUATION
The vorticity equation is obtained by taking the
curl of the momentum equation, and can be put under the
form (1) :
+ _• .__n -_e.. - n . -' ( )y .p 4) n
valid in combustion ( neglecting however the effects
of the variations of kinematic viscosity due to tempe-
rature change ). This equation, which is remarkable for
its simplicity gives valhnable informations about the
processes that are occurring in turbulent flows.
II.A Study orf the different terms in the vorticity
equation, phenomena involved.
The vorticity equation can be considered as a
transport equation for the vorticity, with different
source terms in the right hand side. This point of view
is supported by the fact that in 2-dimension, incompres-
sible, inviscid case, the vorticity equation becomes:
+ k .•V S -0
which physically means that each particle in the fluid
"keeps"its vorticity. The four terms composing the right
hand side are each connected with a phenomenon that affects
vorticity :
S1 . VLt is known as representing the change in
vorticity due to the stretching of the
vortices (2)
is the viscous dissipation term
corresponds to the effect of a change in
density for the vortices, which rotate
slowerif their size increase, by conser-
vation of momentum.
is the increase in vorticity due to, the
existence of pressure gradients in a medium
of varying density.
The two first terms and the phenomena they represent
have been extensively studied in the case of incompressible
turbulence, since they are related with the major features
of turbulence : the decay of eddies into smaller and smaller
eddies, and the viscous dissipation in a very small scale
range.
It is our purpose to study the influence of the two
other terms in the case of combustion, and to the knowled-
ge of the author, little work has been done in this field.
II.B Other forms of the vorticity equation
in the case where vortex stretching and viscous dissi-
pation could be neglected, the vorticity equation can be
put under the so-called Vazsoyi equation (1) :
a--
with the help of the continuity equation. There are other
forms of the vorticity equation, when the variations in
density could be neglected, but we shall not use them here.
CHAPTER III GENERATION OF VORTICITY IN A SURFACE
COMBUSTION MODEL
INTRODUCT ION
A class of turbulent flames s3oms to correspond
very well to the wrinkling laminar flame model (3,4),
except for some discrepancies between the calculated
and the measured turbulent burning velocities,
discrepancies which have been explained by flame
generated turbulence (5). No physical explanation or
better evidence of the phenomenon has been given since,
and even some recent experiments (6) have shown that
the velocity fluctuations in burning jets were compa-
rable with those of hot jets, and no increasee:was
found in the flame brush. It is important to note,
however, that the mean square velocity fluctuation
is not the only measure of the turbulence, and that
it is probable that the vorticity is of major impor-
tance in diffusion processes. Therefore, it has seemed
important in this study to examine the possible
generation of vorticity in such flames.
_·___ __ ___ C_ _·_
I Description of the model.
Tn order to give the largest extent of validity
to our theory, we shall state here the only assumptions
that will be necessary further on. These assumptions are:
(a) The thickness of the combustion zones can be consi-
dered as very small. compared with any other characteris-
tic length of the model.
(b) The flame is locally laminar, and the normal veloci.-
ty of the flame front relative to the unburned gas is
constant, equal to the characteristic burning velocity.
Note that we do not assume the flame front to be
continuous. On the other hand, assumption (b) might
be restrictive in certain cases, since the laminar
burning velocity is known to depend upon the velocity
gradient ( when the velocity gradient is too high,
the flame is quenched ) and on the radius of curvature
of the flame front. But it seems to the author thati it
is not necessary to introduce corrections for these
phenomena at this point of the study.
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II Change in vorticity for an unburned particle crossing
a flaim front.
Consider a turbulent flame satisfying the assum-
tions of the last section. If there is generation of
vorticity by combustion in the whole process, it can only
occur within the flame front, since upstream and down-
stream the density of the particles can be assumed
constant, and the usual processes of incompressible
turbulence take place, stretching and viscous dissipation,
no generation is expected. Note that, when no recircu-
lation of the unburned gas occurs, the vorticity gene-
rated by the flame is unlikely to diffuse upstream,
since this process of diffusion is very slow. We shall
therefore restrict our study to the change in vorticity
in the flame front due to combustion.
Now, since we have assumed the thickness of the
flame front to be smaller than any other characteristic
length of the system, the stretching and viscous effects
are negligible as compared to the "density" and "pressure
density" effects. With the help of the Vazsonyi equation
(II-1) valid in that case, an expression foxr the change
in vorticity through the flame front has been derived :
(IIT-i)
a 2 : specific volume and vorticity
upstream and downstream the flame front
Si : characteristic burning velocity
a- : component of the gradient of pressure tan-
gent to the flame front.
_• : unit vector tangent to the flame
front and orthogonal to fI]
The demonstration of (III-1) is given in appendix I.
This relation has several remarkable features :
(1) The increase in vorticity is independant of the
flame thickness, and how density varies within the
flame.
(2) It is also independant of the angle upon which the
particle reach the flame front.
It has not been possible to go furt•her and express
the gradienta •pressure in function of the parameters
of the turbulence upstream, for reasons that will appear
in the next section.
o; 5 -B 2 -I0'2 07(q,'Z W )
IV Discussion
Examination of equation (III-1) leads to the
conclusion that the variation of vorticity for a parti-
cle through the flame front is due to two effects :
(a) A density effect, which tends to decrease the
vorticity of the particle, for exothermTc reactions,
(b) A "pressure density effect" , by means of the right
hiond side term.
Let us call"specific vorticity" the quantity ao-
Although he has no proof of it, the author thinks that the
pressure density effect leads to an increase in mean
square specific vorticity fluctuation : consider a great
number of particles, crossing a flame zone. We shall.
denote by <..> the average on this ensemble of exper.-
ments, and by ( )I the fluctuation relative to the
average value. Equation (III-1) is equivalent, with some
algebra :
(<2 IA bf'>
-- ---
>&'b 'I
(II1-2)
Now, the pressure gradient fluctuations, and the vorti-
city fluctuations are both random quantities, with zero
mean values. Since the local pressure gradient should
not be strongly correlated with local vorticity a prlori,
10
(02 )2 , ri - ,- (L• K. '
2 z2 2
and therefore 7Z 4' - 2 > > a'• >
Thus, it is concluded, from equation (Ilf 2),
that the pressure density effect should lead to an
increase in specific vorticity fluctuations.
Now, the magnitude of this effect depends much
on the pressure gradient that appear in the right hand
side of (I1t 1). Gradients of pressure in turbulent
combustion, compatible with the surface combustion model,
could be associated with turbulence, propagation of the
flame, and pressure drop across the flame.
a) Turbulence
Rotating flows induce pressure gradients ( to
balance centrifugal forces ). Higher pressure gradien't"
occur in the smaller scale of the turbulence ( where
the radius of curvature of the trajectory of a particle
is smaller ), that is to say within the microscale or
Kolmogorof range, according to the Reynolds number.
Different expressions for the mean square pressure
gradient have been derived in litterature :
-1 1' T") ) = 9 (7)
.
2  R ;
: rate of energy dissipation
V : kinematic viscosity
A : microscale
L : root mean square velocity fluctuations
But no comparison with experiments has been performed
to the knowledge of the author, which is understandable
since it is very difficult to measure local pressure
gradients in turbulent flows, especially when they occur
in the smaller scale.
b) Propagation of the flame
The flame front can induce pressure gradients
by a modiffication of the flow upstream and downstream,
due to the fact that it propagates normally. As an
example, the calculations made by Landau (8) on the sta-
bility of a plane laminar flame front relates the pres-
sure gradient with the disturbance at the flame front,
but no general relation has been derived, since the am-
plitude of the disturbance of the flame front is expected
to increase with time, and cannot be related with any
characteric parameter of the flame.
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We could also wonder :if the pr essure Egradient
is not relatedto the pressure drop across the flame
( by dimensionnal consideration ). But it seems to the
author that there is no direct connection between both,
according to the following reasonning : let us consider
a flame front, far from boundaries. Out of the flame
zone, the pressure and velocity fields are governed by
the continuity and momentum equations, and the pressure
appear only under the form of a gradient. Regarding the
flame front as a surface of discontinuity, the equations
stating that the normal velocity to the surface is unchan-
ged, and the pressure drop is constant all along the flame,
will give a complete set of equations and boundary condi-
tions. The point is that the pressure drop accross the
flame front has no influence on the pressure gradients
and on the flow field, and only the mean pressure upstream
and downstream will be changed. It results that the pres-
sure drop across the flame seems not to be related with
the velocity and pressure fields ouside the flame zone,
and therefore B .
To be complete we should mention here the genera-
tion of pressure waves by turbulent flames. (12, 13, 14)
This process seems to the author harly compatible with
the surface combustion ( Strahle (15) has recently attem-
ted to extend the explanation of combustion noise given
13
given by Bragg (1.,) to the wrinkling laminar flame
model, but his arguments are not very convincing ).
The study of generation of vorticity by pressure waves
will be the object of the two next chapter.
Which pressure field is dominant depends certain-
ly on the type of combustion. Both (a) and (b) seem pos-
sible. It is to be noticed that if the pressure gradient
is related to turbulence, (process (a) ), the mean square
pressure gradient should increase with the mean square
vorticity, ( pressure gradients balance centrifugal for-
ces ), and therefore the variation of density -through
the flame front could be an increasing fulnction of the
vorticity upstream (according to (III 1) ).
This raises the question of recirculation of vor-
ticity : suppose that a particle has burned and possesses
a certain vorticity. By turbulent mixing, it happens to
cross a flame again, together with fresh mixture. Its
vorticity will not increase through the previouly des-
cribed process, since its density will not change signi-
ficantly compared with unburned particles, but one might
think that, before ignition occurs, the burned particle
has diffused its vorticity to unburned particles. If the
overall effect is an increase in vorticity, higher with
higher vorticity upstream, one could forecast an accele-
ration process, leading to a strong increase of vorticity
in turbulent flames.
--· -·--·--- ----·- · - -------
However, It seems to the author that this is unli-
kely to occur, since a burned particle cannot transmit
vorticity to an unburned particle without transmitting
also heat and probably active species. As these processes
are all diffusion processes, and as all the coefficients
are of the same order of magnitude, it is probable that
the unburned particle begins to burn before it has received
vorticity from the unburned particle.
_ _ ________
JONC LUS ION
It has been shown that vorticity can be generated
in a surface combustion process, and that the root mean
square pressure gradient is of major 1importance. Further
work could be done in this field, either by computer
simulation of simple turbulent flames, and experiments
could perhaps attempt to measure pressure gradients in
turbulent flows.
CHAPTER IV GENERATION OF VORTICITY IN A VOLUME
COMBUSTION MODEL
INTRODUCTION
As compared with the surface combustion pro-
cesses, the volume combustion processes and the gene-
ration of vorticity are a more difilcult theorical
problem, since now the energy equation has to be taken
into account, as well as its coupling with the momentum
and continuity equations.
In this chapter, an attempt will be made to
estimate the overall effects of combustion on turbu-
lence, a new K'rman-Howatth equation will be derived,
involving new termsthat take into account the specific
effects of combustion. Experiments, if possible, could
then determine the magnitude of these new terms, and
show whether or not combustion generates turbulence.
Now, although overall effects of combustion
might be known by experiments, we do not expect this
theory to give us detailed information about the pro-
cesses themselves. The reason is that we shall use the
method of averaging , which destroys most of the infor-
mation concerning the local, instantaneous processes.
*
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Let us take an example, and consider the "ordinary
vorticity equation" and the "mean square vorticity
equation" derived from the Karm6n-Howarth equation,
both in the case of incompressible turbulence.
Lk + •.v 11.7w. ... 9'a 0( )
3- s- - _(b)
.0. vorticity
k. velocity
S(au, )Z
It is possible, by examining the different terms
of the ordinary vorticity equation (a) to know what
processes are involved in the generation or destruction
of vorticity. For instance, it can be shown that L.A,
corresponds to the increase in vorticity due to the
stretching of the vortices (2). Now, the stretching
of the vortices has been shown experimentally. but it
has not been possible to determine the relative magni-
tude of the stretching term as compared with the other
te rms.
___·~ _ _~
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On the contrary, the mean square vorticity equation
(b) does not give any information about the processes
themnselves, but the skewness and flatness factor can be
shown to represent the overall effects of the stretching
and viscous terms, and by experimental determination of
these correlations, it is possible to determine the
relative magnitude of these effects.
Both approaches of the problem are complemontary.
We shall study in this chapter the overall effects
of combustion on turbulence, and some of the processes
involved in the next chapter.
~
1) Formulation of the problem
We consider a very large enclosure, filled
with an homogeneous mixture, able to be ignited by some
external means, such as a mixture of hydrogen and chlori-
ne irradiated by TJ.V. light. Before reaction begins to
occur ., the enclosure has been shaken by some means, so
that turbulence inside can be considered as statistically
hormogeneous and isotropic, far from boundaries. Since the
volume of the enclosure is constant, and reaction assumed
to occur homogeneously, no mean flow, no mean temperature
gradient is expected to occur. Therefore, the turbulence
can still be considered as isotropic and homogeneous
during the reaction, in average.
To be still more precise, we have to consider
a small volume far from boundaries, so that the radiation
and acoustic fields could be considered as isotropic .
The walls could reflect light and sound indifferently.
S"mean" in the sence of averaged over a great number of
experiments.
2) Outline of our method.
Our analysis will follow quite closely the
now classical theory of hemogeneous isotropic turbulence,
(7,8). We shall first summnarize some results of this
theory, and then show how these results can be extended
in the combustion case.
First of all, a differential equati.on invol-
ving velocity correlation tensors is derived from the
Navier-Stokes equation :
- R.(r) = $ _)+ • v r) (IV I)
wit : ( ) : averaged over a great number
of exper1iments.
+arK 1 u ,()lkd~-C) uKC~ '
Then, each of the tensors of (IV 1) can be
expressed in function of only one scalar, b\y use of
homogeneity, isotropy and incompressibility conditions.
For instance :
Rij()-Dr d.@f&J rr + (r)Dr2) I rS2-D,
21.
c r
D,) L,-() UX-) /4
ror a (r,o, o)
With some algebra, equation (IV 2) can be shown
to be equivalent to a scalar equation, involving two
velocity correlation : ( Kirmn-Howarth equation )
U,
a(r) WI uN(K' Lu /[L4Ciej
Fo r = (r, oo)
A development in power series of the different
terms of this equation can be shown to lead to a "kinetic
energy equation" and a "mean square vorticity equation" :
7 ( v
- , d r . o
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There is no development at order one, since fir)
and e(r) are even functions, and the coefficients of r
in the development are zero,
Now, in the case of occurence of combustion, new
terms will appear in equation (XV 1) since terms invol-
ving the velocity divergence are no more zero. We shall
first derive such an equation. It will be shown that
each of the correlation tensors can be expressed in
function of two scalars, instead of one In the incom-
pressible case. One of the two scalars will take into
account the specific effects of combustion. We shall
then show that the tensorial equation (IV 1) is equiva-
lent to two scalar equations, instead of one. By cornbl-
ning these two equations, a new 'Krm.n-Howarth equation
will be derived.
We shall denote by (..) the expression of (..)
when no combustion occurs, and by (..) the part of (..)
due to occurence of combustion.
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3) Differential equation for the two points correlation
tensor
We shall generalize here the relation :
I . (E) S d(&) -Z G A RRj )
to the case of combustion, using the same steps as in
the incompressible case, but with new terms, since the
velocity divergence is no more zero.
The complete Navier-S-to;oes equation is, neglec-
ting however the effect due to change in kinematic
viscosity with temperature :
As iU.) + LA . , __) - S() (a (u +x))
bt LkD<(K axS + x( +Y - a,
with : 4- : kinematic vi•scosity
? ' : kinematic "bulk" viscosity.
We multiply this equation by A LX+r)and -add to
the same equation at point +cr , for the component ,
multiplied by A.(X), and we derive :
+ A + ((r 4- 4) -)
_ 
_3_ S0) j<
-4-~ d;I-P
_~ _C~~
This equation can be simplified :
As in the incompressible case :
taAA (x)
aX( 3XK
Also :
02 1 ateLak z-04 r,a L. ( +,[X r)tLflQX) I
-+U 1< _ X ,U4:+ ) A. X)I
We set for convenience :
- A () uxL ,x+r)
41 y) Lt x + r)) cH(X
K uHx
02K
-0.
TLS y ( r) Ia r·,
- 3 P (ýx)ýCx) ý x
So that the
~IW(L~x)
equation for the two-points
correlation tensors become :
= 2 V zLc A(c) UL.(X+.r'
(x,)3
Ri,- (r)
w (-x
'd, (iT)
pS. (0)
_I
U j '- (ý tir) ui, (Y)
Aj (ý %-)
(kK1X)lL(_tP
,,L (x-.+r-)I'~a Ir- O z
(Tv 2)
We shall now express the different tensors involved
in this equation in function of measurable. scalar
corre la.i ons.
4) Expression of the. correlation tensors R_; (r), •S•.., )
P (.r), Qc) in function of scalar correlations
All the tensors involved here are isotropic,
since there is no preferred direction at any point in
the medium, in average, It has been shown (18) that
an isotropic tensor can always be expressed in function
of two scalar quantities, and put under the form :
r (Cl
wornplonets Of' r
So, the five correlation tensors can be expressed
in function of ten scalar correlations.
Now, these ten scalar correlations are not inde-
pendant, but can be expressed in function of a smaller
set of correlations. The reduction of the number of
scalars involved will greatly simplify the the final
Karm~in-Howarth equation.
27
a) Exprassion of Ri• (C)
We shall express the correlation tensor R,.(f)
in function of the ordinary correlation f(r) and of a
function W,(x), that will be expressed later on in
function of the velocity divergence only.
Let us call ij (r) the expression of R,() in
the incompressible case :
DPr) ; - . i + b2 2
with : r r ar
And let r ()r) J.(r)-.r. to be determined.
By definition of R ,r) and {r) :
,, c = ,• (r,) Where : r = o,o)
Now, by "construction" :
(0)
to)
So tl-at R () should satisfy :
, r') 0 -1 _r .(r,,O ,) (IV 3)
In the incompressible case,
---; _ _ _ ) O since -
C) ax. 0d dci
_ I
Now, 4n t cb COpr)r ss I bI- o case., is a vector,
a rj
which depends only on r. By isotropy (as there is no
prefeued direction), r•u.st be parallel to .
We can therefore define Wby :
Now, by "construction",
J-= 0
Therefore, R"~.r) should also satisfy :
(I)
Br
The two conditions (IV4) and (IV5) are sufficient
to determine R.(r) , and it is easily found that :
meets all the reqv'i.rements.
So, Rzji)can be expressed in fiunctlon of two scalars,
f({) and W,:rJ:
S( D, l .. ifrt ) D +q ) 4D,+2)i ' ') -- c TX D)
Now, W,(-)can be expressed in function of the
velocity divergence only, and we shall now derive a rela-
tion between W,(r)and W.•), for further purpose.
·
-y doef.,n t ion )f W (r):
' ()) wi()_
lk)CY) W(I+ l)
S -r_)x W (.)
We now take the divergence of both sides :
I3 Wr) + v w4 Cr) - w(_-r) w(.) (TI 6)
Therefore :
w, (r) . - w( w( (x+!) dr + e nst. (•r 7)
0
The constant can be found by looking at the
limits of WI(r) when r goes to zero, in equation (TV 6):
assumed a development of We (r) in power ser.ies of r :
WA(r) = A + aB + o C*)
it is easy to see that r W(r) - r2 )
Therefore, the limit, when ,r0 of equation (IV 6)
is : 3 W,(0) = - W( _)
Now, if we assume a development of W()W{(+-) in (TV 7)
and integrate, we find thIat :
W4 (r) = - W[- consk~ + Olr)a3
Therefore, the constant is zero.
i. ---. ----- --- ·---·· ·- · ··-.-- ·- ·- ·
b) decomposition of S(Cr)'. Oz{ .I r)i
As an isotropic tensor, T-i ,r) Ai 4(x) X+0LL tX) can
be put under the forr : (18)
Tyat)m 1- ~ rj 1 (r) f" rf + .r r&PKT Pi]4+ (r) (a)
&(r) T• (r),T 3 r) being three scalar functions of F e Irj
W'e shall first express these functions in terms of (r),
the ordinary triple correlation, and two other functions
W(a{r), W3(r that will. be introduced. Then we shall derive
In incompressible turbulence,
a+
is zero, since W(X)is zero. In the case of occirence of
combustion, . T'K(r)is a second order isotropic tensor,
and we have set :
uk; (b) W IX+ 0Ur K Xu ) = () r) r; .3W )r (IV 8)
which defines two new scalar functi.ons Wa(i) and W3(r)
By identification of the coefficients of r;rf and S:% in
T,- ((r)(from equation (a) ) and iixJ W1-+()t (). (from
equation (IV 8)),one gets two differential equations
involving T (t), 1•r) , 3 0}) :
r T(.)+ (r)3 Tr .
r-T3 (r) + 3 T3 (r)
ion can be obtained by wr-i ttAlng the
definir t~oun of
(.14t
Equations
T ( r, o, o)
9), (V 10.o) and (IV 11)
(IV II)
can 'be
e auxiliavy functions
;1z
-7(r-) SI"- 1rr
2rS
4,P
k*
Equati on and (IV 10) reduce then to "
vanir s'ies
r T-, 1 r 7- 5T r + T 1f
Swt (r.)
W3 Nr)
whl:. o1h can l easily :
j' %4(W2
,, {r, o0, 0)-
f (,*
W2 (r)
W3 (r)
(TV 9)
v ]
ft (r) by :
7.) * (
+ 7
312 2 /e pV'
T24 I) lZt (-
(IV 12)
6" 1=
£k
.N 0
!3
zr
A
I (u-;') +r T. () ~2rT r)
Therefore :
4Sr) - § (r) - J* (w'.
sa:t
The calculation of
I
3 r2r
s traightforward
now, and it is found :
s$, Cr) = *1 ' K '(r)
4+ ( i(+'Dr+Z)
a(
K (r) + 4 W
(r) (TV 14)
(IV 13)
with : K "C')
· _ 
~
I( U'll
') 3.,4. rW3 I
33
c) Decomposition of S0()j - 03 Wf) U {X+r) 14 ()(
w N)) U3j (Y +r) ai c K)
cannot be connected with :
Lt lx) w x+ rL) Lj (cx) ~ r. 4 w W3
and therefore, we have to introduce two now correlation
functions, by the defining relation :
- W,6 r; ri w, &S
It follows :
S = - OS f We r; ci -t 7+ 7
=- ~ r, rj, . 2 _ W,I j
d) Decomposition of P" I(r)
(IV 15)
We have set :
Pj {,) .o .
e) decomposition of
id tr) - 04 J W4 r) r;ri + W6 (r)-1)-
.2W4 r.r 6 + . We S
From the expression of Rj(r), already found,
we derive :
S (r) ( + )r + (- ) z 3rW IW -.2 w7 )
(IV 17)
(Tv 16)
__ I
I- II- I m l I -U n l -I I I
2 R
OI .C11
YW 6C) I (X + 10 U;x)
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WT) 72 O (t) =- I D, F(r)r; - (Vr 4 2)Fr)2
(IV 17')
(TV 18)wi. th :
as in the incompressible case.
f) Decoopositioni o'f Ol4(r) O a fU ,-r
We shall now show that qj.lr can be expressed
in function of WMI)only,
44 00
since : 0f, C J rI= o cp (-C)3
Q~ Ir= O i - (X+ xtr) lUl)) Z o W(x +r) u0 z
axi I a r4 I
ar•
by definition of W4(r) (IV L,)
Hence : QWA"(,) W4 r + 4 (TV 19)
The decomposition of all the tensors involved
in (IV 2) is now complete. All the coefficients of r;'rd
and 8 ; for each tensor are given in table (T),
columns and 2.
4
I a
Fld E pt r T (7)
0 xWaxf
5,) Kirman-Hw.Iowarth equati, on
Equation (TV 2) can be put under the form :
Ir) r;'r( - 8 (r)- - = C (r) r rd +- D(r) iS
and is equivalent to the two scalar equations :
SI) = Clr)
P3 C,) - i)&
Therefore :
rt lrr) + C1i-) CrJ + 6r
which is a new Kiarmin-Howarth equation. The terms
corresponding to the different correlations are given
in column (3). For instance, the terms corresponding
to R i(r)are :
~. D•ILI coefficient of
6-2 D, + Z) L (r) coefficient of
2 1x(r) in the Karmin-H.owarth equation.
Note that the term corresponding to Pj in the
!Krm.In Howarth equation is fra W4(( + Wsjrlaccording to
columns (1) and (2). Now,
for r = (r,0,0)
by an appropriate choice of i,j and r in (IV 16)
We shall denote this correlation function by :
'I bA 1,00
S bst
for convenience.
The same remark applies to the term corres-
ponding to S. , which Is -- which can
be written "
uis (X) W(Y) utx* = - x- u (Au, (r) uitL
r - (rn 0, ,)
The other terms involved come directly from
the decomposition of the correlation tensors, in section 14.
The new K'rma'n-IIowarth equation is :
Sa- " I4 4".r) + .2 r We + 4 We - r w.
-2 u, w u,) + 4 -i u,(r)
+ 1 ./ 4) frW W (IV 20)
with :
u;, t( ,) ) 1w+ z W. rwri +.
W, A) r WW)W
fi7 -
(TV 13)
(Iv 18)
(Iv 7)
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I
2r)
ýX+ tr) dr
6) Development in power series of r of the Klrm"in-Howarth
equation, derivition of the mean square velocity
equation and of a mean square vorticity equation.
We shall first expand W. ), s, r), Wl(r) in
power series of r, t!hen develop the whole rm-Howarth
equation.
S.lCCe W, (t)P .
wtw)wb(fr) w(tx)]+ "
. 2
(wv 7)
w~x a'aw r.) + o~r~)
W" a4 o(rr)
with the notation :
dThen :
Then :
W, {r) = - ~
3
Now, from the definition of A1
with the notations :
otr W(r) ) ) +,)
for 3 = (, 0O)
and :
I0
Wl & + O (4)
and W3 (IV 8)
w3 t= t w It)
W W()w(x+r) r' dr
rZM(Z,,
2
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Therefore :
W2 tr) • ( UW-• -. T"l)-4 Or[9 (TV 21)
W. (r). n I " UW" 4  T-1) O C (IV 22)
Note that IA W ( 41 W by isotropy
but , W, U# W in general
Now, all the coeff.ci.ents of the K••rinan-Howarth
equation can be expanded easily (see columns L[ and 5
of' the table )
As an example, consider the term corresponding
to S. -in the Karman Howarth equation :
K*(r) + .2r 2Wa + 4 W? + .4-
( .2,)z -+ 4 W5 + W
by definition of 1(<(IV 14) and • (IV 12)
4- 3 ( O3 Wi -.L-
r6 2 &S
by use of relations (IV 21) , (IV 22) and
fe r" 0 (PS)s
( as in the incompressible case (7) )
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So, the term corresponding to in the Karman-
howarth equation is :
IA!' f 0 Ii) + I W (4
110 101
which is found in column 4 and 5 of the table.
The developmeht of the Krma*n-Howarth equation at
the order zero gives the "mean square velocity eqiuation"
cLLL~,= .EbL4/ -e p.P 4, +ION9qf i+ AVV(V d-)I7')
Now, since the mean square vorticity is related to
the mean square velocity by :
( as in the incompressible case (7) )
the development at order two of the Karman-Howarth
equation, multiplied by -10, will give the "mean square
vorticity equation" :
36 (pI) 70 2? l2 I3AWW
33 '
*O U.W U," + 10 141") W, +S at,
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7) Estimation of 1#(g) in the case. of combustion
Until now, we have not made any assumption with
respect to the physical process of combustion. We shall
now show that with a reasonable hypothesis, the diver-
gence of the velocity can be connected to the local
heat release.
The density fluctuations are either due to
acoustic travelling waves or fluctuations of reaction
rate. Tn the first case, the relative rluctuations of
pressure are usually very small compared to one ( for
a sound of 80 dB, V 2 $.( ' ). It is then a good assum-
tion, when the combustion is riot too weak, to neglect
the effect of the sound waves as compared to the effects
of combustion, on the density fluctuations. With this
assumption, an estimation of V, can be made.
From the continuity equation :
Now, the energy equation can be written :(10)
(TV 23)f : rate of heat release, per unit volume.
Fri Trq
At constant volume, the mean pressure decreases
during the combustion, but the mean density is constant.
Therefore :
And: ' p- f fA1:D~\'
: absolute fluctuations, relative to
the mean value.
Therefore :
With our assumption that the density fluctuations
are related with the heat released, and not with the acous-
tLc fluctuations, the second term of the right hand side
is negligeable as compared to the first, so we can write :
W = Y (IV 24)
8) Discussion
The K.rm'n-Howarth equation generalized to the
case of combustion can be considered as a relation between
correlation functions, which is exact as far as the Navier-
Stokes equations are available, and the influence of the
kinematic viscosity variations negligible. New terms in
this equation take into account the specific effects of
combustilon on turbulence.
Now, orders of magnitude of these phenomena
can only be given by experimental measurements of the
new correlations, and we do not expect to deduce orders of
magnitude from the theory itself for several reasons.
First, we have used an averaging method whlch loses
information necessarily. Also, in the case of combus-
tion, a strong coupling between the flow and the chemical
reaction is expected, and it is not possible to obtain
orders of magnitude by considering only one of the three
governing equations, as we have done. Tn other words,
we have not introduced enough information about the pro-
cesses to get quantitative results.
Important conclusions may however be drawn
by examination of some of the correlation functions.
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In the Karmnin-Howarth equation, the correlation
taring into account the "pressure density" effect is :
bx,
as it comes from the term -wP of the Navier-Stokes
equation.
It is remarkable that this correlation is a
function of a component of the pressure gradient :
-f and a component of the velocity At, that a;e
parallel : in the terminilogy of Chu. and Kovasnay (10),
the pressure gradient and velocity associated with the
sound mode are parallel, whereas they are orthogonal
in the vorticity mode (pressure gradients balance
centrifugal forces ). Therefore, it seems that the
information concerning the velocity mode i.s elimj.nated
in this product, and that the pressure density effect
involves essentially the pressure and ent-ropy modes.
We now examine the qualitative influence of
the "pressure density effect" on the mean square
velocity. The correlation appearing in the mean square
velocity equation is: - 2C - AL.a
x,-3 r-o - Q
= -3r-,o -_ _-
S r-*o
= 3 - r a 'a •'r
Hence: P ( TW.4- pR;
Lets examine first the correlation W . Assuvuing
perfect gas,
-= Tq .since : W= o
Now, according to section 7,
/
The relative fluctuations of pressire are usually
very small compared to one , and it is a good assumption
to set :
Therefore :
and :
prw - Q'T'
Consider now two point in our medi.umn, with
temperature >~. ,T,, •f- T.. For exotherrm•c reacti.on and
positive activation energy, the local heat released will
be Q+aQ, and -- A. an instant later. Tn both cases,
A• •(A,)>O and ( ATz)&-Qa),o. Therefore, r'T'>o and pcr-W>
This corirelation is expected to be important , since
S a noise of,
-::•o • o • ,_ ( , _• • . o-
regions of h~ighevi heat released should also be regions
of higher temperature.
We now examrne the o ther correlation
appearing in J -1, .n
S ax,
From the continuity equation,
a- +- . W36 3-Y,
axK
we derive :
P=wI
which is equivalent to : ( since o- = const. )
+paI - a
+ -. u I(r + Uk ar
-t airif -pcr W+ pw
We shall assume very small compared to one. The
leading terms F(u for the right hand side, and UK
for the left hand side. These two terms are however equal,
by average of the continuity equation. It is therefore
concluded that :
,U/o ow-
p g(Vcrr
and that the correlation -_ 2 M, is equal to
s 3X. 3
Tt follows as p%"WQ•>, that the "pressure density effect"
leads to an inciease in mean square vAlodity fluctuations.
-4 P p l C,
I. /
LL.C
An increase in m~ean square velocity fluctuation
could related either to an increase in turbulent kinetic
energy, or generation of sound waves.
Now, in the mean square vorticity equation, the
correlation corresponding to the "pressure-density effect"
is : - au ~ . It has not been possible to determine
the sign of this quantity by physical considerations.
If the correlation function --. f ,Cr) can be measured
experimentally, the sign of the correlation - :1. canS
be deduced from the curvature of the former function near
the point r = 0 . If the correlation decreases, then
2_ #C, is negative and, according to the mean square
-
vorticity equation, this would mean that combustion
generate vorticity by the"pressure density " effect.
Inverse conclusions may be drawn if the correlation
function utr) decreased near r = 0
It has not been possible unfortunately to make
such deductions for the other new terms appearing in the
Karman-Howarth equation. Experiments should determine
whether or not these new terms balance the pressure-density
terms that we have just studied.
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Conclusion
A KIrm.n 'Howarth equation valid in the case of
homogeneous isotropic turbulence with occurence of
combustion has been derived. New terms in the zeroth and
second order expansion in r show the influence of the
chemical reaction on the mean square velocity and vorticity.
It is found that exothermic reactions should generate
turbulent velocity fluctuations or pressure waves, and
that additionnal vorticity might; be generated, by
interaction of sound waves. The corresponding terms have
been expressed in function of theorically measurable
quantities, and, though difficult, an order of magnitude
might be given by experiments.
CIHAPTER V G1NERATION OF VORTICITY BY INTERACTION OF
SOUND WAVES
INTRODUCTION
In the last chapter, it has been shown that in
the case of homogeneous isotropic turbulence, with
occurence of combustion, additionnal turbulence might
be gener•ated. The source term in the statistical avera-
ged vorticity equation is a correlation, which repre-
sents the mean effect of the phenomenon associated
with 7( xo of the vorticity equation. This term
involves only the sound wave and entropy modes, in
the terminology of Chu and Kovasnay (10), not the
vortlcity mode, hence suggesting that the mechanism of
generation of vorticity in combustion involves essen-
tially chemical reaction and sound waves. Thl s is the
purpose of the present chapter to study how inter-
action of sound] waves, wi.th occurence of chemical
reaction can generate vort;icity, and what are the
signif•i.cant parameters. A model is developed, and
numerical computations give orders of magnitude.
I1,8
,c c
•A LYS IS
A) The process of generation of vorticity by sound waves
If a gradient of pressure is applied to parti-
cles of different densities, those of lower density will
acquire, in the same conditions, higher velocity than
the heavier ones. Now, if the gradient of pressure is
applied to a medium of varying density in the direction
orthogonal to the pressure gradient, a shear wave will
be induced, and therefore, vorticity. In the vortlcity
equation, this process is taken into account by the
term : V 1 aVO-
Now, it has been shown experimentally and
theorically (16, 17), that a sound wave propagating in
a reacting medium induces local fluctuations of reaction
rate, and therefore, extra-variations in density. So, we
have simultaneously gi-adients of pressure and gradients
of density. Now, as the effect of one sound wave is
essentially one dimensionnal, the gradient of pressure
and the gradient of density induced by the process
mentionned before are always parallel, therefore the
cross product v7 x VO is zero everywhere, and no
Norticity is generated. So, two sound waves, at least,
are necessary to have vorticity : the pressure gradient
of one sound wave interacting with the density
gradient of the other and vice versa.
When no reaction occurs, however, the two
interaction terms cancel out, and no vorticity is
generated :
I I
P2-- t - O
p oa-
0I f pressure and specific volume fluct'uatiors
imply : 7 x 7 ~
Cvt 2 "Z : wave
2 _
number of the sound waves
Jhen reaction occurs, the relation :
a-
do not hold any more, but, as it will be shown in the
next paragraph, the density fluctuation at a point depends
among other parameters, on the frequency of the sound
waves. Tn other words, two sound waves, for the same
chemical reaction, wi3l 1 nduce fluctuations of density
that are not srimilar to each other. Therefore, the two
interaction terms do not cancel out generally, and
vorticity is generated.
•' +¥• 0
C) '.Z C
P
This quick approach shows that the physics of the
problem is not simple, and the development of a model,
as a computed solution, will give more insight and orders
of magnitude.
~ _~ 
___ _
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+ k) Our model
We shall consider an homogeneous stagnant
medium, in a very large enclosure, filled with a
mixture of gas able to react homoge~neously by external
means, such as hydrogen and chlorine when irradiated
by U.V. light.
Before reaction begins to occur, two sound
waves are travelling in the medium, and meet in a
sufficiently small volume, so that interaction sound -
sound could be neglected. The angle between the two
sound waves is 0 .
C) Governing equations
We shall call "mean" the average in space, at
a given time. Mean quantities will depend on time, except
for the density, since we assume constant volume reaction.
The fluctuations relative to the mean quantities will be
funtions of time and space.
Since our medium is initially at rest, and the
relative pressure fluctuations small compared to one,
the governing equations are the linearized Navier-Stokes
equations, exact to a good approximation. We shall neglect
the molecular effects, conductivity, viscosity, diffusion
of species. With a little of algebra : ( see appendix TI )
(V 1) Q
with : P-' e s p, () I )
Q : heat released per unit volume and time.
It is to be noticed that the relative fluctuations
of pressure are with respect to the mean pressure, which is
here a function of time.
)) Chem:ical kinetics assumptions, expression of
Since our -rain purpose is to show the processes
involvedin the generation of vorticity, and to give orders
of magnitude, simple chemical assumptions have been chosen :
T.e shall consider the reaction : A + B -& C + D, and we
shall assume :
1) first order reaction rate in componlent A
2) the react:ion rate dependance on temperature to be of
an Arrhenius form,.
In fact, li.ttle is known about the ki netcs of
chemical reaction when temperaturpe, press•ire, and species
concentration fluctuate. In this direction, efforts have
to be done.
The mean temperature and concentration of compo-
nent A are governed by :
S Cv ý- ' dIt WP - p U. ,
Dh
Db p
with-K Y e-p y
YR : mlass fraction of component CA
4 : rmass rate of production of component A
per unit volume
tAL : heat of reaction, per unit mass
of component A
K : kinetic constant
E : activation energy.
dYn
average, and neglecting the second
order terms AA. , . YW p) Lu•A~ P as compared
wit.; the mean time derivatives :
LT TW
cii
Hence
Changi.ng Ya for its oxpress-ion inr function
of T .in the energy equation, we obtain a differential
equation involving only T :
Cv d_
I'
A K YT T A-
,&J R T
which gives T in function of time by Integrat-ion.
We now wish to express ( T ) in fnction of 5
and PO
W,4
Taking the
dc
( V ) 0
YA 4 0I + - T
(V 2)
:
f)(v 3)
1ow, for
time
o account
le to
any depen-
se ems
n times
stic
ct on
ess ion
'ound
P
Ii
We set for convenience
do
cr dI
K •aV Y F -.)) Cv
So t hato "K ? wT - T+gc T
OuK . equati on becomCvK ___
~~Cr
So thai:
Q W, + W P
Ou.,r -equatlown b+cor-.
LvC o = K AV YAF v
WjS 4-W B.
E) Constant wave number hypothesis and transformation
of the system of partial differential equations
into ordinary differential equations
Consider a one-dimensionnal travelling wave,
periodic in space,( wave number k ), and we suppose
that the speed of sound changes, due to chemical
reaction. Let's A,• two consecutive nodes ( AB = 21T /
at time t = 0 ), A and B travelling at the speed of
sound. Now, if the speed of sound is uniformely varying,
the distance AB will remain constant. That is to say the
wave number will remain constant.
,When the sound wave is produced by a loudspeaker
emitting at constant frequency, the wave number of the
sound near the source will change, due to change in
temperature, but the disturbance will not be felt at
a distance superior to :
t
a (r)di
a()) : speed of sound at time rl
t : duration of the chemical reaction
Tf we are far enough from the loudspeaker, the wave
number should remain constant, equal to its value before
reaction begins to occur.
With this remark, the governing partial differentlal
equations can be transformed into ordinary diffrents.al
equations.
If P (Xj) is periodic in space, then ( ,) is
periodic too, according to the linearity of the equations.
So, we can set :
-P ' t() &) M (LPb
(41 ( ý_ )= :j S,. (6) e4,r 75h·3
The partial differential equations are tranformed
into a set of ordinary differential equations, with timrre-
varying coefficients
dPU PA a r½W. .+ W
- --- I,- - -Cad&1
,W, i, + W.2 P_
(,)
Now, if P,=O at time 0-o , as well as all its
derivatives, it results that •:0 for all times. Tt is
therefore concluded that no new wave number will be
generated in this process.
This remark allows us to consider the effect of one
single harmon-Ic wave, without loss of generality. We shall
I
S'0
A
now use the complex notation P, S, with the follo-
wing meaning :
P = Re ( PJ )
S = Re ( S
Re () : real part of ()
Since the wave number k is constant, we can set:
P = P '(t) exp ( i k.x
A /v
S = S (t) exp ( i k.x )
where P (t) and S (t) are the complex amplitudes
of the fluctuation of pressure and entropy in space.
The equations for P L(t) and S("(t) are, for each sound
wave :
d2 2 )d2 Pt'
- +
dt 2
N vV
ad W j
dt
J W S + WP
dt
( = 1, 2
which gives a system of four ordinary differential
equations.
On these equations, two remarks can be made :
A A
I) We have included any phase difference between P' and S
in P and S so that there is generally a phase
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difference, in our system, between entropy and
pre ssure.
2) We have taken into account the fluctual;-ons of
concentrations of species A, which corresponds, in the
previous work by Pariseanu (16) to the case he studied
when m = 1.
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.F) Expression of the vorticity generated in function
of £M and PP.
The complete vorticity equation is, neglecting
the viscous terms :
D LL JýS21 -. .. .I
or: V.vt·c -Vý V
since p and 0- are not functions of space.
Assumed some initial vorticity Qo0 S1 can
be decomposed into :
£l2 and 2 satisfying
P)S2Op
.-~e R
DSI P 131 1 1
Z ' 
_ -
=IIU 
- VI x2Ds6
(•2=
.Q represents the part of the vorticity which has been
generated by the pressure-density effect, whereas •2
is due to presence of initial vorticity in the medium.
Now, in the terminology of Chu and Kovasnay, (10),
the density and pressure could be further decomposed
into their components for the sound and vorticity modes :
fL = _ýZl 0 ST
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(')h-t6~
tLP 14) = rSL () PP1 (4)
Now, when sound is present :in the medium, i•t is
generally admitted that :
Ir 1 p< arid (V I I Cr1 cr SL <
The reason is that the velocity associated with
the sound mode satisfres :
and therefore :I PP0 ( ýL,)
where a is the speed of sound.
Vor the veloc2ty associated with the vorticity mode :
hence : (= O
0 P-
sinoce lo -
iti; follows that :
when sound is present In m•ost cases,
IfnI< I <(
V (r 1X V o 0 = V bp x rand (I V (-0 V0"'~G~x~~ V xP
Ojid << «
and :
The generation of vorticity by the pressure-density
effect depends only on the sound mode, and not the
vorticity mode. There is no influence of ilo and S21P
on V(Vp, and we can assume Q 0  without loss of
generality.
The vorticity reduces to :
or : _.
since -.' --
In our model involving two sound waves, the vorticity
is always orthogonal to the two sound waves. Since its
direction is well defined, we shall now consider -1 as
an algebric quantity.
If the subscript (..)k indicates the value of (..)
associated with the k-th sound wave,
n d, 2 4- I4 ? 'O O) )V ,)e1raVp ,
a : rngle between the two sound waves.
G) Pattern of 11 (x,t) in space, at a given time.
If we wish to give orders of magnitude of th• vortic*ity
at the end and during the reaction, it is necessary to know
how fl (x,t) varies in space, at a given time.
We shall now take the complex notations for (1 (x,t), Wx,().
By integration of (V 6), with respect to t, '. (x,t) can be
put under the form :
A
£2 (x,t) C1 (t) exp( i I.x ) + C2 (t) exp ( i J.x )
with :
S= 1  2
J = k k2
First, we shall show that it is possible to change
our axis, at any given time, so that the new functions
C (t) and C2 (t) are real
Let ts X L Xe 
- c
xt: new coordinates,
c : a vector to be determined.
Then :
f. (x,t) = Cl(t) exp (-i ._c ) exp ( i Ix' ) +
We can chose c so that :
I.c = arg ( C (t))
J.c = arg ( C2 (t))
It can be easily verified that the vector c shown
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by the figure fulfils all the require.•ents :
C
0r9(Ci)
We shall now consider that such a transformation
has been done, and consider C1 and C2 as real quantities.
it is easy to verify that Jlf() has two spatial
periods :
2T It
J.I
and
I :
IJ :
2nT J
I.J
vector
vector
The sense and length of the
have no influence on the periods.
vorticity is shown by the figure :
orthogonal to I
orthogonal to J
I
vectors I and J
The pattern of
- A period for a function f(x) of space is a vector
v which satisfies : f(x) = f(x + nv), for all x
and all integer n.
axj (
DIR~CTINY Or THE FIRfST
IlgrcTiON 01
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Pattern of the vorticitv
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L
rJ 4-I
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j
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r
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Vortcit y variations in space
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H) Non dimensionnalization and numerical computations
Let? introduce :
non dimensionnal parameters
S=UY +,o 1
CT
v o
(3 E
RT
a k1 -K
K
W2 an k2
chemical time
ratios
acoustic time
each of the sound waves.
non dimensionnal
K
t = t -
w -
variables :
T
T = -
T
w~= w --2 2 K
K C T
V o
K
Our equations become
d2 p + ( )2 T- d "A1t1t P 
dS
d(3
( for each of the two sound waves )
for
+ W2" )
S + W2 P 
)W 2
~_ II
-- I
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EL = ( - T ") exp (- )
d: "" C T
dt
"(0 C v A) .. " 14 N> ~N (a JOXN
-Re(((P) CS,- P,(S ) exp ( i J.x)) )
An order of magnitude of has been obtained by
numer-cal computation.
As we have seen, - is a periodic function of space,
and varies with the real amplitude :(at the end of the reaction)
W 2 -T Re( P S - PS ) dt"1 2 22
0
in the direction orthogonal to J = k - 2 , and w(ii;h
the araplitude :
"(I' cAT" ( S) oIl) )) " d t"
SRe((P S)O,- , S dt2
o
in the direction orthogonal to I = k + k2 . By symetr:y
considerat.Ions, we do not expect one of these ampli.l;udes
to be much higher than the other in any config-iration.
Therefore, an order of magnitude can be obtained by
computing the integral :
S2 T' ( Re(4 • )e(S 4 ) -"e(P,)ReT ) (
0
which is a linear combination of the two amplAit-udes
previously mentionned. Pin ,fi, have been chosen
real by the appropriate set of initial cond.itions :
I = 1
dP,
dt
S• = 0
A, (I)
P2 =0
dPz =
dtr
S(,
S =0
We have chosen, as numerical values for W, ,wl, 2 :
0= 3.0
0 1 : variable
S= 6.0
W2 2.0
The choTce of e relies on the curve T'c(t), as it
corresponds to a ratio :
"Characteristic chemical time"
acoustic time
near to one, the "Characteristic chemi.cal time" being
defined as the time at the inflection point of the
curve T(t)
The results will be giveý, and analysed in the next
paragraph.
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,I Results and discussion
1) Interaction of the two sound waves and the chemical
reaction
a) Effects on the sound wave (Figures 1,2,3,4)
The curves obtained by computer of the pressure
versus time show two important features, for any
configuration.
* As time goes on, the pseudo-period of the pressure
fluctuation decreases, which is easily explained by
the effect of temperature on frequency, at constant
wave number.
:-The amplitude of the sound wave apparenly increases
before the inflection point of the curve T (t), and
decreases afterwards. This is compatible with the
explanations of previous theories (J ) where the
reaction rate was approximated by a polynomial expres-
sion w w T )n . It was shown that the sound0 To
wave should be amplified when n> 0 and damped when
n <0 .Now, the inflection point of the curve T. (t)
occurs when w(T) reaches a maximum :
-p c v -dw(T)
dt
imply: P d2  _ dw(T) dT
dt2  dT dt
dT d2T 0 when dw(T)_ 0since -- 0 , ---
dt dt2 dt
+-~ ··- --- -C- --P·-·-5----~--··-- -- --
-When w(T) reaches a maxlmum, the polynomial approxi-
mation is w = wo  ( or n=O ) and it follows that
n)O0 before the inflection point and n <0 afterwards.
So, the results obtained by computer perfectly
agree with the previous theories.
b) Effect on the entropy fluctuations (Fi gures 1, 2, 3,
The results obtained by computer show that
the entropy fluctuation versus time is a wavy curve
which depends upon the frequency of the sound wave.
In other words, for two different initial frequencies
of the sound wave are not similar to each other. And
this explains mathematically why the terms in the
cross product VP %VS do not cancel out,
Now, the influence of the chemical reaction
is not simple, although some insight into the physical
process can be obtained by looking at the equations;
provided P )( complex amplitude of the fluctuations
of pressure in space ) is a known function of time,
the variations of entropy can be expressed exactly
in function of the pressure fluctuations :
dS-+ 4SO + '
. 1 72
S{(0) = 0
is equivalent to:
S (t )= exp( WSLW (r)dj[ Wf ()P()exP( (n)d)
t h
The "weigh.ting function" : exp ( W:I()dr ) can be
O
be expressed in function of Ti(t), which will show
the influence
f luctuations;
of the chemical reaction on the entropy
10
dQ,"SdT0
t
2
d 2T dT . dT'
dt2 t1 sfnee Qe dt dt" dt %
d dT,
-( loge -d() ) dn
drl ~g°"dt
dT
so, exp( W()d) d const. dt
In the expression of S(), the constant drops, and(
In the expression off S(ý), the constant drops, and
d t
We see that S (t) can be expressed in function of
a "memory integral", depending on how the pressure, the
temperature, and the coefficient W2 vary from the begin-
ning of the reaction, to the point considered.
!
h(,( dT=
S (t) =d7
2) Generation of vorticity (F•lgues 1,2,3,1,5)
The results obtained by mumerical resolution
of our equations show that, indeed, vortcitIy is
generated. TIowever, for the choice of parameters we
havt made , the amplitude is very small : for
( _ (1) -6S= P2 = 2. 106
which corresponds to a sound intensity of 80 dB, and
for a chemical time of 1 sec., the vorticity at the
end of the reaction is of the order of 40. 10' 1 2 sec - 1
which is very small.
The vorticity has also been computed for
different frequencies of the first sound wave ( with
the frequency of the second sound wave fixed ), and
it results that the effect is maximum when the two
sound waves have frequencies near to each other.
However, when they are very near ( 0.9( - 1.1 )
the vorticity decreases, which can be explained by
the fact that the the two entropy waves are nearly
similar, and the two interaction terms pVPrVS 2
(I, (,)
and V P2 VSI cancel out, though each is important.
Besides this range, for 0.5<(2'< (0.9 and
1.1< (  2. , the largest amplitudes are found. They
rapidly decrease for low and large frequencies.
I the end of the reaction
plex notations, the vorticity at the end
,an be written :
exp( i I.x ) + C2 exp( i. J.x )
C2 are complex constants.
already been shown that it is always
ge of axis, so that the new constants
easy to see that by the same process,
od C2 can also be chosen. For conve-
ippose that C0 and C2 are real negative.
incompressibility, there exists a.
(x), which satisfies :
exp( i I.x ) + 2 exp( J.x )
By integration :
C C
112 2
I J
Let : C
A-1 12
C2
B -
A and B are real positives.
The variations of r(•I in space are similar to the
variations of £ (X) :
T. i'
_ _ - _I-C.1-r-~CC-II~-- -~ ;.ii-~
Concluding remarks to the Vth Chapter
It has been shown that the interaction of sound
waves in a chemically reacting medium generated vorticity.
The effect, for the numerical example we have chosen, was
the highest when both of the characteristic acoustic times
were near the characteristic chemical time, and decreases
rapidly when one of the two sound waves had a lower or a
higher frequency. The flow field at the end of the reaction
has been shown to be formed of regularely spaced eddies,
which scale are of the order of magnitude of the wave
length of the two sound waves.
The order of magnitude of the vorticity generated
at the end of the reaction is indeed very small, as expec-
ted, since this is a second order phenomenon. It seems to
the author however, that it is not possible to extrapolate
our results to the case of turbulent flames, since more
involved mechanism have to be considered.
A method has also been developed for the calculation
of the interaction of a travelling sound wave and chemical
reaction, assumed that the reaction rate can be expressed in
function of the temperature, even for small fluctuations.
The computed results for a first order reaction
ro
rate expression correlate the conclusion of a ',ecenlt
theoret.i.cal study (16). iMore ela'borate reaction rate
expression should lead to a good agreement with
exper.imental results.
CONCLUSION
Generation of vorticity in both "surface"
and "volume" combustion is possible through"the
"pressure-density" effect corresponding to the term
i_(),pv p of the vorticity equation.
In the case of surface combustion, the mean
square gradient of pressure seems to be the significant
parameter. It can be associated either with turbulence
or propagation of the flame front, depending on which
type of flame is considered. In the first case, the
generation:of vorticity should increase with vorticity
in the unburned gas. The scale of the vorticity gene-
rated should be of the order of magnitude of the tan-
gential disturbances of the flame front, and no increase
in turbulent transport in the flame brush is expected,
due to this process.
In the case of volume combustion, the term corre-
ponding to the average effect of V(A> V)p i a modified
Karmgn-Howarth equation shows that generation of vorticity
involves essentially the sound and entropy modes, not
the vorticity mode. Consequently, the generation of
vorticity does not depend on the vorticity in the
medium, but is due to interaction of sound waves in
the reacting medium, or Interaction of "expanding
bubbles" according to the picture of tulrbulent vol'ime
combustion s'iggested by recent studies in combustion
noise (14).The interaction of sound waves with occiurence
of chemical reaction might generate vorticity, when the
periodsof the sound waves and the duration of the reac-
tion are of the same order of magnitude. The vorticity
generated should be negligible when one of these times
is very different from the others, and also when the
periods of the sound waves are very near to each other.
The scale of the vorticity generated is of the order of
magnitude of the wavelengths of the sound waves. The
generation of vorticity by interaction of"expanding
bubbles" has not been studied, but a measurable correla-
tion has been found, which could give an order of magni-
tude of the generation of vorticity by combustion, with
the help of experiments.
Surface and volume combustion represent two
extremes, and it is presumable that real turbulent
flames involve features belonging to both models.
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APPENDIX. I
Change in vorticity for an unburned particle
crossing a flame front
side view front view
We shall consider a particle crossing a flame front
from A to B. Let :
AB the particle path across the flame front
Ax axis tangent to AB in A
Ai- the normal to the flame front in A
As the tangent to the flame front, in the same plan as Ax
the component of the pressure gradient tangent to the
flame front
K un3t vector orthogonal to and An
the angle between Ax and An
` the thickness of the flame front
x the abscissa of the particle on the axis Ax
i$l
fl(z) its vorticity
Y&(Q) its specific volume
'v(x) its velocity in the axis An, As
Since the gradient of density along AB is parallel
to An, the only component of the gradient of pressure that
has to be taken into account in the cross product Vo- Y Vp
is : ) . Now, the pressure gradient in the flame front
is expected to vary :in the An direction, but not in any
direction tangent to the flame front. 7herefore, we shall.
assume (ýF) to ce constant from A to B:
The thickness of the flame front is very small,
so the stretching and viscous effects are negligeable
as compared with the"density" and "pressure density"
effects in the flame zone, and we can use the vorticity
under the form (I 2) ( Vazsoy. equation )
P& Wn h
Now, the material derivative can be expressed
in any axis since if represents the derivative with
respect to time of a quantity associated with the par-
ticles. Therefore :
m
SoA- a c a r(x)
We can now introduce two functions
take into account the variations
the flame front:
of o-rL and o-
- a- S.I )
/(0 - 01o)
E cos q
The vorticity equation bec, omes :
q (U )Cd 0
The continuity equation leads
IA`(x)) I
to :
q-[x) Cod 9 ( I nJdepondant of
x and 8 )
Therefore :
S(.
--x) ( a-Z2 O7 7q) f w
If we now integrate from --O to =-14 ,
IpI
and
o (x) ( a-. ý21 -0-, ýa') f (ý)
-C7) ýYg) t
we get :
= - I ?- I (.;- a,) 0 '(6) x<apf
92
0
When & - o , the first term vanishes. The two
functions f(l) and g (S) have now disappeared, and 9
too, which was not expected.
The final result is :
oL -fi. - !] -S L'L' ao
APPENDIX II
Derivation of equations (V 1)
The complete "entropy equation" is :
Dr _ _
D T
Hence : , DE q
C DE Cp T
and w: thD
We set s d
Then :
Now, as we consider a stagnant medium, the convective
term is negligeagle as compared to the ttine derivative,
and :
3S(1) = 
Q (4
We shall now derive the "sound equation". From the
momentum and continuity equations
V + S o
2 41!
we ge t : VP
Another relation between q and p can be derived,
by elimination of S between :
Sich ves
which gives :
or :
5 () ( 9 )
'! S Cp T
b (eJ
dt '3 tr"
2. P~
-i
since is not a function of time.
Now, V pS2 as we have seen
=L J
dj ~pg l 4 Jo
since p is not a function of space.
So, the "sound equation" becomes :
~PF'_ -i 2l (i)
c~L-
ý G (01
3 ýCCrT)
-iC)'T
^ " ' " "
J
~iP S
Notations for chapters I,II,III
Svelocity
-L vorticity
4) kinematic viscosity
E rate of energy dissipation
A Taylor microscale
w unit vector, normal to the flame front
ýF componeht of the gradient of pressure, tangent
to the flame front.
K unit vector, orthogonal to a and
Su laminar burning velocity.
g density
specific volumne
O angle between the path of a particle and the
normal to the flame front.
(..) average over a great number of particles
__ 
_ _
Notations for chapter •V
Subscripts and superscripts
.. ) average over space of ( )
( fluctuating quantity : ) ( )(
( ) denotes a vector
Thermodynamic properties of' the mixture
density
O- specific volume
pressure
Q heat release per unit volume of the mixture
entropy for a perfect gas
CvCp specfic heats
Y ratio of specific heats
Kinematic notations
-tL velocity
£2 vorticity .
Dr e .4r ar
S Skewness factor
G flatness factor
-
- --- 
--
(i) double velocity correlation function
(r) triple velocity correlation function
AR~) double velocity correlatif6n'tensor
7 ic(•)triple velocity correlation tensor
j.(ý)see equation IV 1
W(x) divergence of the velocity
S(rl) S(..(),Pi'r)Af.)see section 3
A4{r) see equation IV 4
vV/(r),W 3(r)see equation IV 8
W•~4~ (r,•)see equation IV 16
WC/r),7r• )see equation IV 15
1~ see equation TV 13
K( see equation Iv 14
F(r) see equation IV 18
SPor r: (r0oo)
,I·j ? ',7
Notations for chapter V
Subsc.ripts and supersci.lpts
a) verage over space of ( )
S) fluctuating quantities ( ) ( )-
Pew real part of (.)
c complex conjugate of (..)
aW(f.) argwraent of .. )
), refers to initial values
( )4 refers to the first sound wave
( refers to the second sound wave
dimensional quantities
pressure
9 density
o specific volume O- /
T temperature
Cp,Cv specific heats
Q heat release per unit volume of the mixture
AV heat of the reaction, pe-r., unit mass of
component A
W, mass rate of production of component A,
per unit volume
u
< 'kinetic constant
C activation energy
wave number of the k-th sound wave
CL speed of sound
o angle of the two sound waves
Svelocity
JýL vorticity
non-dimensional quanttie s
" pressure (real) P 0e
SM entropy (real) SG4 P"Co p ()
APC• pressure (complex)
S'4 entropy (complex)
P complex amplitude of the pressure
S complex amplitude of the entropy
Q2" vorticity (real)
Q8' vorticity (complex)
W& frequency of the k-th sound wave
ratio of specific heats
R rTo
__~__ __g_ __·
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